August 2, 2018; 4-5:30pm, SRB Fishbowl

Attendees: Betsy she, Shereen she, Ben they, Ryan he, Jack he/they, Brian he, Katherine she, Zarah she, Riley they, Sarah she, Craig he

Check-in

- Introductions (Name, Pronouns, Department, Length of time with TTF, Summer Fun)

New RCSGD Director

- More about Craig Leets, he.him.his, Director of LGBT Resources

Mission

- To ensure that UCSB is an inclusive, supportive, and safe place for people of all gender identities and expressions.

Sub-committee Updates

- SIS&T/Names and Pronouns in University Systems - Sarah Ross Elizalde
  - Purpose
    - Goal: How to navigate inclusion, systematically what does that look like? Adding pronouns, and preferred names to more systems
    - Challenge: Getting all of the right folks in the room
    - Met 2x since April
    - Guidelines re: who is seeing this information
    - Problem: Registrar information erasing preferred name when it's updated (specifically SHS)
    - Inconsistencies with Preferred Name options and availability of recording pronouns on campus - Focus Groups: Page to identify Pref Name and PNs and then indicate which departments to share information with
    - Student Directory through ETS, legal name listed under preferred name when you click on it
    - Library (ARES): Middle names displaying next to Preferred Name, CLAS, EOP
    - Employment: Hopefully UCPath will communicate preferred name to UC Learning Center
    - Inventory of downstream systems where names are fed - where is information entered and then where is it pushed
      - Do any of these systems have problems? (i.e., Ben mentioned problems with Library)
Graduate Division’s new financial portal

- Updates
  - Prototype for Joe to ensure it works well within GauchoSpace
  - Identify systems most used
  - Are options valid?
  - How will the system feed info to downstream systems?
  - How are we setting the defaults?
  - Are pronouns displayed everywhere the preferred name is displayed?
  - HR: Hiring paperwork, disseminating information to departments, gender options (only 2), Student Affairs departments, check-in with Han for more info
  - Timeline for project

- Upcoming Meeting
  - August 24th
    - Stakeholders: Joe Sabado, Katie Mankins (from Matt Hall, CIO), Craig

Gender-Inclusive Restrooms - Chair VACANT

- Purpose
  - GIRR in every building on campus, ensure ADA compliance for restrooms
  - Map - Who made this? Who has access? Can it be updated? Where can we post the map to make it accessible to the folks who need it?
  - Signs near every gendered restroom to direct folks to closest GIRR
  - PISSAR - Queer Commission historical documentation for reviewing every restroom for accessibility, changed to SASS
  - Building standard re: GIRRs

- Updates
  - Library 24hr. Footprint increasing dramatically soon, a good time for TTF to advocate for additional GIRR in library
  - 3rd floor SRB GIRRs Signs still need to be changed
    - Restroom with urinal - next steps?
  - Which gendered restrooms are converted? Convert sets of restrooms?
  - Single stall gendered restrooms on campus? (Santa Ynez, Elings)
    - Illegal under CA law
  - UAW supportive of changing other restrooms on campus, could be argued as a personnel issue for graduate student members
  - GIRR options in Campbell Hall - Complaint filed

- Upcoming Meeting
  - Riley, Brian, QComm rep., Ryan, Craig, Tricia Taylor

SOC152A - Chair VACANT

- Purpose
  - Problematic material in course, printed out entire chapters of material
  - The Baldwins
  - Syllabi going back 14 years, material largely unchanged over time
Online material reviewed by Ben and Ezra
  • Problematic material re: gay men and HIV/AIDS

  Updates
  • Last meeting - Dr. Tania Israel willing to have a conversation on behalf of TTF as faculty to faculty
    • Also Dr? Tamsin German
  • SOC152C is run by students in series of course who may be open to changes
    • Department Chair has not been helpful in the past

  Upcoming Meeting
  • Lauren Gunther, Ezra, Ben, Brian, Jack

  Housing - Deejay Johnson or Mario Munoz?
    • Purpose
    • Updates
      • System update to prevent manual workaround?
    • Upcoming Meeting

  Health - Han Koehle
    • Purpose
    • Updates
    • Upcoming Meeting
      • Zarah to see which committee would be most helpful
      • Riley to join this committee
      • Shereen to join this committee?

  Cultural Programming/Training/Outreach - Han Koehle and Craig
    • Purpose
      • Help campus partners understand upcoming changes to name & pronoun technology
      • Encourage units that receive data from campus identity system to investigate how changes to that system will impact what kind of data they receive and prepare to use that data when it becomes available
      • Provide academic units with tools to avoid embarrassment or liability with respect to student identity
    • Updates
    • Upcoming Meeting

Next Meeting
  • September 6, 2018; 4-5:30pm